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• Motivation: to enable data-driven Astronomy

• Automatic classification of asteroid trails in optical 

HST data with AutoML

• What the future might look like



To enable data-driven Astronomy



When I started by Ph.D. Thesis 20 years ago, my Thesis advisor

explained to me that retrieving an ultraviolet spectrum from the IUE

satellite 10 years before typically required six months..

Today it takes 1 second..

How will Astronomy be done in 30 years from now?



Data volumes in astronomy are not yet large but they are very complex



and data volumes are quickly getting pretty large too..



http://archive.stsci.edu/hst/bibliography/pubstat.html

Astronomy is slowly becoming a data-driven science



Traditional workflow for a science paper



Data analysis with 

Machine Learning



Automatic classification of archival images



Luis Serrano - https://youtu.be/2-Ol7ZB0MmU



SSD MobileNet v1  video: Karol Majek
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Machine-learning shopping list:



ESAC Science Data Centre



Asteroid trails in optical HST data 

with AutoML
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Humans vs Machines
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How does all this 

fit into our datacenter?









What might the future look like?









Take home messages:

Our first supervised classification experiments have shown fantastic 
results in terms of classification reliability and processing speed, 
demonstrating the feasibility of enabling data-driven searches in ESA 
Astronomy archives in a relatively short time-frame.

Enabling data-driven searches in ESA archives requires prior 
classification of all the datasets with known labels of known contents 
of the archives from our mission expert scientists, from citizen science 
projects or using unsupervised machine learning algorithms.




